Meet, Greet, & Eat featuring Jen Duck, CNN

Join us **Tuesday, March 12, 11:30–1:30**, for lunch and discussion with CNN Editorial Producer Jen Duck. Hear about her experiences working in television news and her advice for those interested in journalism or media careers. Lunch will be provided.

Please **RSVP** to Stephanie Covington <stephanie.a.covington@vanderbilt.edu> by March 7.

**When:** Tuesday, March 12, 11:30–1:30 (drop by anytime in that window)

**Where:** CMST conference room, 220B Edgehill

**Who:**

**Jen Duck**
Editorial Producer, *Anderson Cooper 360*
Emmy-award winning producer Jen Duck has worked at CNN since 2013. She has also been a producer at ABC News and for Katie Couric’s show *Katie*. Duck has also worked as a reporter, including time spent on the presidential campaign trails with John McCain and Barack Obama. She also currently teaches at Belmont University.

Duck will discuss the state of television news, offer guidance for students interested in careers in media, and provide useful skills for addressing the rise of “fake news.”

Sponsored by the **Department of Communication Studies** and the Vanderbilt Chapter of **Lambda Pi Eta**.